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I am part of team 6, my second language is English. This is my first time of joining Global
enterprise and it is a very interesting experience, before we were grouped into a team, I had been
longing to meet with my team members to chat, relate, and know about them because this is my
first time of chatting and relating with friends from other countries. I am very social and relates
well with people but within my country. Global Enterprise has exposed and broadened my
knowledge on how to relate with people from other country. I so much enjoy team 6 because we
worked together as one. Some of us brought ideas on what product/service to choose, I brought
my own. I was happy the idea I brought was chosen (on Moringa). This makes me to feel on top
of the world and I contributed actively. What drove me mad is epileptic power supply in my
country which made me to spend a lot on fuel; most times I go to the cyber cafe.
For me, the communication system that worked were face book and yahoo messenger, I do
not have a skype account. But I enjoyed chatting with my team members on face book and yahoo
messenger. It was through the face book I explained what Moringa is all about to Chun Yan from
Malaysia and others. We communicated everyday.
Differences in culture, world views, level of wealth, poverty and access to the internet had
great impact. On the positive side, because of diversity in culture we understand one another and
we were able to blend, they studied my country, and I also studied their country as well, we
shared views without any argument, we apportioned topic to be treated to each one of us and we
all went through it together to make necessary correction. But on the negative side, differences in
level of wealth, poverty and access to the internet affected, I cannot compare myself living in
Nigeria to Christina Franco, Laura Catalina, Ana Rita and Le Phuc who are from Colombia,
Europe and New Zealand. They enjoy good supply of electricity and internet access; I do not
enjoy it in my country. This made me to disappoint a times if we fix a meeting.
I have so much grown from experience, now I know that Colombia is from South America,
Malaysia is from Asia and Finland is from Europe. My knowledge has broadened and my
understanding has increased about how people in other part of the world live. This year’s
challenge has got me to think and learn about new ideas as a result of several sleepless nights I
had when preparing for the contest. It has occurred to me that with a good business idea I can
bring solution to the problem of unemployment in my country and even go beyond my country.
In the course of this proposal, I came to realise that Nigeria can be more buoyant economically
because we have a lot of natural resources not utilised, one of them is cocoa. In the seventies
cocoa contributed massively to the income of Nigeria. It was being exported to another country
but today we major on crude oil only as source of income. The cocoa exportation like before can
be revived. Our farmers in those days were very rich as a result of cocoa plantation. If planting of
cocoa can be encouraged it will reduce unemployment. In addition to crude oil it will increase
the country’s income. We can partner with investors from USA and other developed countries.
Malaysia is also rich in the production of palm oil, at present, there is a product called
BIOFUEL made from palm oil in Malaysia. This fuel booster saves fuel like petrol, diesel and
kerosene. An idea came to my mind that through technology, product from palm oil can be made
into fuel as a substitute to product from crude oil.
In conclusion, as a member of the team, I learned that leadership is the ability to motivate a
group of people towards a common goal. Our leader showed this quality by motivating us and
communicated to us all the time. Thank you.

